Honesty, Integrity, Justice & Fake News

Are you “WOKE?” the latest in a succession of Media Lies.
“Woke” is the paradox of “AWARE” a creation of the Western Media dissemblers of language.
The Disemblers who work for the The Criminal Bankers to maintain control over an ignorant &
naive population. “Woke ” is an antidote to people who are aware of another reality. Another reality
different to the Consensus Reality created for us by the Western Media.
The Western Media like Paradoxes. It saves them time creating complicated stories. Why waste
time writing stories when you can just turn reality on its head & make it the opposite. The opposite
of truth. The opposite of Truth which some would call a lie. But it is not just a lie because a lie is
used to cover up something that would hurt someone. A close friend or a colleague, maybe even a
confidant & lover. It is a form of protection. But the inversion of Truth is not a lie. It is a betrayal. It
is the destruction of Honesty. It is the surrender of Integrity & the end of Justice.
It leads to the ultimate destruction of our society & possibly humanity.
Like me. I knew nothing. I knew nothing about life, about the world and its complications.
And that is how they like it. A world full of innocents who know nothing & understand even less.
It seems that History is to be deleted by these Western Media parasites. So that we can forget that
it was only 70 years ago that there was no television, no media news & no social media.
So that they can invoke their “Woke” culture where every word & every action is controlled by a
PC ethic created by paranoid psychopaths who rule by mass murder, blackmail & sexual
perversion.
An Elite that is so corrupt & evil that they cannot allow us to know just how criminal they are, so
they would rather destroy our childrens minds & ours than admit The Truth.
Aided & abetted by The Western Media who create illusions to distract us from The Truth.
The Truth that Western Governments colluded in the mass murder of 3,500 people during the 9/11
destruction of The Twin Towers + 1.
The Truth that there were no weapons of mass destruction in Iraq.
The Truth that the Afghanistan NATO war of 17 years was to set up an illegal drug empire.
The Truth that United Nations validated fake gas attack on Douma, Syria was to start WW3 to
plunge us back into chaos, fraud, corruption & ignorance.

So how big did the lies get?
The cover up of the existence of; Weather Weapons, Climate Change, Earthquake weapons,
Tsunami underwater bombs. The Fukishima attack
The Hiding of Free Energy generators, Anti gravity devices & hypersonic airplanes.

And then of course all the criminal cartel Acts of Parliament created to steal all public owned
property; parks, housing estates, the UK road network, government buildings etc.
The relentless corporate lobbying of parliamentarians to create a continuous stream of Taxpayer
Frauds.
Fracking, windfarms, climate change, 5G Radiation Grid, State Pensions, off shore tax frauds,
multiple accountancy tax frauds.
In fact a complete hierarchy of criminal fraud all “made legal” by bribed Civil Servants, corrupt
lawyers & Fake News.
There is no part of our Western Administration which has survived this total annihilation of
corruption and no “NGO” or Charity that has not been compromised.
Our Crime Cartels are not gangsters & mobsters but the spoilt children of the rich sent to Eton,
Oxford & Cambridge. Where they were taught that they were the superior beings who could rule
with their clever frauds & intellectual alliances. A perfect circle of corruption where every self
serving public servant was a crook rigging the system.
And now we are faced with a Civil Service which rules the nation with an ideology so corrupt &
tainted it is heartbreaking to explain.
The rise of the Satanic Demons who believe they have the right to rule the world.
Who believe they can kill off 90% of the world population for their own convenience.
People who would rather start Nuclear World War 3 than admit they were wrong.
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